
The change process: 
transformation across levels

Six necessary factors for change to be possible

1. Neurophysiological potential must be present

2. Resolution of existential problems at current level 

(produces free energy in the system)

3. Dissonance (from within or outside the person)

4. Insight as to how to behave in meeting new problems

5. Removal of barriers to implementation of insights

6. Consolidation of the new ways of being

Stages in the change process

Alpha stage. Stability: things have been this way a long time 

and will continue; sees no need for change

Beta stage. Anomalies that don’t fit; something is off; the 

beginnings of doubt; try same strategies harder

Gamma stage. Frustration, despair, confusion, no way out; 

head-banging

Delta stage. Surge of energy and insight; path is clear; over-

exuberance. Provides the energy to attain the new level

New Alpha stage. Consolidation at new level of existence, 

but clear memory of the past.

Examples of insights in transition

Blue level to orange level: One can question authorities’ 

established rules and not necessarily get into trouble. 

Orange level to green level: Others may help you express 

self, they are not always out to get you.

Green level to yellow level: Going against the group will not 

necessarily end in ostracism, if you have good information.

Yellow level insight: “When I started this train of thought I 

felt I would find the answer; now that I see that any answer 

is a function of what information one has and of how he 

looks at the information, I see there is really no one answer.”

Supporting the change process

Observe the actual life conditions

Recognize the current coping system level

Understand the next developmental level

Identify the current stage of the change process

Use skillful means to support the shift:

• notice evidence of dissonance at alpha stage

• identify anomalies at beta stage; encourage doubt

• support insights at the gamma stage

• celebrate the delta stage, modulate grandiosity

• help consolidate the new alpha stage

Example of change state indicator:
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A time of stability

and congruence

when solutions

match problems.

A time of

uncertainty and

doubt because

some problems

cannot be

resolved but it is

unclear why.

A breakthrough

as new thinking

awakens to

address what

had been

insurmountable

problems.

A state of anxiety,

fear, and frustration

because problems

are apparent but

there seems no way

to do anything about

them.

The complexity of

problems and

thinking again

come into

alignment so that

balance seems to

be restored.

New concerns

and doubts arise

as more complex

problems are

discovered in the

milieu.
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